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Introduction
      Eight for 2018

Welcome one and all to our stocks of the year Sales Perspectives 2018. 2017 was 

a very exciting year for smaller companies, with the FTSE Small Cap Index (ex-

Investment Trusts) rising 12% and the AIM 50 up a whopping 29.1%. The growth 

company indexes outperformed the FTSE 100 Index by 5% and 22% respectively, 

so not bad all in all. So what does 2018 have in store for us? Unfortunately, I think 

a more challenging year. Whilst global economies are performing well, particularly 

Europe and the US, with markets starting from much higher valuations, and with 

both political and UK economic issues to overcome, the UK smaller company space 

is likely to return to a more natural stock pickers’ market. The kind of market a good, 

honest, salt of the earth broker can add real value in, which is something we hopefully 

can do with this document! 

This Sales Perspectives runs through eight stocks that we believe offer significant 

upside potential; these are stocks we know well and ones we believe can outperform. 

With 2017 outperformance being characterised by momentum stocks leading the 

charge, we feel ‘value’ plays will return to the fore, and as such we have a number 

of interesting ones included here. We are also focused on a number of GARP 

opportunities that we feel offer sound growth prospects, are trading on reasonable 

valuations, and as such, we believe they offer an interesting entry point right now. 

As we all know, the key to the stock market – and smaller companies in particular 

– is in picking the right opportunities and the right management teams. We hope 

that with this selection, we offer you some insight into our preferred plays. Some 

of these names may be new to you, whilst others we hope to test your opinion on. 

Either way, the best way to fully assess a stock is through meeting the management. 

As such, please do let your sales contact at finnCap know if you wish to meet any of 

the companies featured, as we will host a mini conference of our best ideas again 

this year. We wish you all a prosperous 2018 and here’s to our eight performing well.

Please Contact:

Rhys Williams 

rwilliams@finncap.com 

020 7220 0522

Malar Velaigam

mvelaigam@finncap.com 

020 7220 0526

Stephen Joseph

sjoseph@finncap.com 

020 7220 0520

Tony Quirke

tquirke@finncap.com 

020 7220 0517

Sunila de Silva 

sdesilva@finncap.com 

020 7220 0521

Louise Talbot 

ltalbot@finncap.com 

020 3772 4651

Note: The views expressed in ‘Sales Perspectives’ are solely those of the 

finnCap sales team.



2017 Performance Review

We called last year’s stocks of the year the ‘Magnificent 7’. Having looked at the 

performance (from date of publication to start of this week the average was -8.5%) 

we probably should have called them ‘the Good, the Bad and the Ugly’. I will loosely 

call it a mixed performance, with many of the stocks letting us – and themselves – 

down badly! 

However, we also had a couple of bright spots, no more so than ULS Technology (up 

49%), which saw a strong performance despite a flat housing transaction market. We 

see ULS as a true disrupter of the market, and one that can continue to grow strongly 

over the medium term. It is also a stock we were close to including again in this 

year’s picks, so strong is our confidence in it.  

Turning to each one in turn, Tracsis was next best, up a less than impressive but still 

positive 2.9%. You will see we have included this one again this year, as the upside 

remains so strong and the valuation attractive. Solid State was also just in positive 

territory, up 2.8%, as the group recovered from its MoJ travails and put in place 

a much more solid growth platform. Certainly one to watch in 2018. MySale was 

the first of the laggards, though down only 0.9% for the year. The company, in our 

opinion, now has a more consistent view on how to grow, and so we were maybe 

a year too early in our positivity. Staffline, we pushed as we assumed (wrongly) 

that clarity would be given over the government’s employability contracts, which 

we are still waiting on now. This led to Staffline declining 2.7% over the past 

12 months. Shanta Gold, off a whopping 49.5%, was taken down by a zealous 

Tanzanian government, which kind of blindsided us. However, the wooden spoon 

goes to Digital Barriers, which singularly failed to convert its strong pipeline into 

actual orders. This caused the group to split itself up, and sell its main division at a 

dramatically low price. Frustrating indeed.

However, to be truly fair, we should also take a look at our stocks of the year for 

2016 to see how they have fared over time. Taking the performance from date of 

publication to the start of this week, these have risen on average by 32%. As the 

above table shows, performance has generally been strong, with both Somero and 

dotDigital up over 100% respectively, and with more to come in our opinion. In 

Constellation Healthcare and SkyePharma we benefited from M&A, offering 80% and 

9% upside respectively from the price we pushed them. Communisis was dreadful 

in the year we selected it, but made a strong recovery in 2017 to make us look better 

than we really are. Petra Diamonds and Norcros are both up marginally, so on a 

2-year view have substantially underperformed the market. CityFibre is marginally 

down, although we maintain our long-term confidence in the name. Castleton 

started poorly, down 22% in 2016, but has started to recover (now only down 14%) 

and remains very interesting and worth meeting (do let us know). Bringing up the 

rear is Utilitywise, which we saw as being under new leadership, and which we 

hoped was over its cash flow issues. Maybe 2018 is the year this will be true. 
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Stock Ticker
Price at publication 

(22/01/16)
Price 

15/01/18
Percentage 

change

Somero SOM 137.5 365.0 165.5%

dotDigital DOTD 49.8 102.0 104.8%

Constellation* CHT 148.5 270.0 81.8%

Communisis CMS 44.5 63.6 42.9%

Skyepharma* SKP 375.5 410.2 9.2%

Petra Diamonds PDL 71.5 74.3 3.8%

Norcros NXR 183.5 186.0 1.4%

CityFibre CITY 58.8 58.4 -0.7%

Castleton CTP 77.3 66.5 -14.0%

Utilitywise UTW 168.0 45.8 -72.8%

Average change 32.2%

Stock Ticker
Price at publication 

(19/01/17)
Price 

15/01/18
Percentage 

change

ULS Technology ULS 93.3 139.0 49.0%

Tracsis TRCS 520.0 535.0 2.9%

Solid State SOLI 460.0 473.0 2.8%

MySale Group MYSL 112.0 111.0 -0.9%

Staffline STAF 1010.0 983.0 -2.7%

Shanta Gold SHG 11.0 5.6 -49.5%

Digital Barriers* THRU 39.3 15.4 -60.9%

Average change -8.5%

* latest price at take out

2016 Recommendations Performance

2017 Recommendations Performance



accesso
      Don’t wait in line
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accesso  is on course to become the global leader in customer experience technology. 

In simple terms, this means owning the customer’s journey from the moment they 

visit the website of an attraction to upselling additional purchases onsite such as 

souvenir photos, meal deals or programmes. The size of the addressable market is in 

excess of $4bn per annum and accesso’s penetration, despite long-term contracts 

with seven of the top ten global theme park operators, remains small. The reason 

its market share remains low, despite managing 40% of the North American theme 

park market, is because the company do less than 1% of global theatre tickets, 

next to nothing in sport and literally nothing in Asia, especially China. This is the 

optionality in the stock and why it remains a Buy despite its heady rating, as the 

group broadens its addressable market by moving into new verticals, adds further 

technologies to boost its offering and rolls out into new territories.  

The technology suite itself encompasses ticketing, guest management, point 

of sale eCommerce, and traditional queue management. Attractions use the 

technology as it helps drive spend from guests either through ensuring minimum 

queuing times or by upselling and cross-selling. For example, a visitor to the London 

Shrek Adventure may purchase tickets online and then be offered discounted 

tickets to visit the London Eye too. accesso gets a cut (0.75%-4% range) of all 

transactional spend, which in turn become predictable revenue for the company. 

This transactional revenue stream accounted for c.85% of group revenues at the 

half year to end-June 2017, up from 83% the previous year. 

There are a number of prongs to accesso’s investment case. First is acquisitions. 

In 2017, accesso acquired Ingresso, a global distribution system for the ticketing 

industry, and TE2, a provider of personal customer information to help improve 

customer experience (designed by ex-Disney employees). This has already been 

licensed to Carnival, which is rolling it out across 100 of its ships. These transactions, 

as well as accesso’s own investment in technology (c.18% of revenue) will make 

it harder for the competition to win business, helping to expand the company’s 

economic MOAT.

Secondly, the work accesso does to help its customers to maximise their profits 

results in ‘sticky’ long-term relationships. For example, Merlin has signed a 10-year 

agreement whilst 6 Flags offered an 8-year agreement. We see this as a growing 

trend where accesso can win substantial contracts, offering security on multi-year 

transaction values. Thirdly is new technology such as its ‘Prism’ wearable product, 

which combines the likes of virtual queuing, payments, messaging and automated 

photography tagging. We note the reference in the half-year statement that a major 

customer is commencing efforts to replace its entire Qbot estate with accesso 

Prism. More generally speaking, other opportunities include expansion into new 

geographies such as Mexico and Central and South America and the increasing 

penetration of new verticals like live entertainment and cultural events. 

Finally, it is also worth noting that 90% of revenue currently comes from the US, 

so whilst the company does pay tax across a number of jurisdictions, it should see 

some benefit from the recent reduction in US corporation tax – something not 

included in current forecasts.

accesso has 95% recurring revenues and is the leader both in terms of revenue 

and technology in a large and rapidly growing market. We believe that investors 

should not be put off by what appears to be a high valuation with the company 

trading on an EV/EBITDA to FY 2018 of 18.2x, falling to 13.8x by FY 2019, and a PE 

of 35x coming down to 27x. This is because the consensus numbers are forecasting 

revenue growth of 40% from 2017 to 2019 and profits more than doubling over 

the same time-frame. Beyond these near-term financial targets, we see substantial 

upside for the group to continue to grow and back management to achieve this.
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‘accesso has a unique, market-
leading product in a large and 
growing sector’



‘A company with 
considerable scope 
for upgrades’
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%  1M  3M  12M

Actual  +10.1  +10.7  +41.6 

accesso
      BUY

Source: Thomson Reuters

Share Price Performance

Ticker ACSO

Price 2,180.0p

Market Cap £575.0m

Market Cap AIM

Sector Software & Computer Services

Shares in Issue 26.4m
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Adept Telecom 
       Adept at acquisitions

Adept Telecom has made a fundamental transformation over the past few 

years, from a telecoms company offering fixed-line network solutions, into a 

managed services business offering IT and communications capability. In fact, 

the transformation is so complete, its corporate branding now avoids the use of 

the word ‘telecom’ at all. We believe the market has missed the group’s move into  

becoming a full service IT provider and as such substantially undervalues  

the opportunity.

As a managed services provider, Adept is responsible for delivering a set of 

outsourced ICT (Information & Communication Technologies) services to business 

customers, including unified communications, data storage, connectivity and 

voice. Potential customers can see the financial benefit of a unified communication 

service, but often lack the scale, experience, or knowledge to do so themselves. 

Adept therefore sells its expertise in delivering best-of-breed combinations of 

networks, hardware, software and apps, with specialist support. By operating on 

behalf of numerous customers, Adept achieves scale purchasing benefits, and 

efficiency gains through full utilisation of expert technicians, allowing it to provide 

highly cost-effective solutions whilst still generating strong margins. Adept’s 

impressive client list includes: 15,000 commercial sites, 108 councils, UK parliament 

and cabinet office, 3000 schools, 15 universities, 15 NHS trusts and 70% of London 

private hospitals.

Management’s ambition is for Managed Services growth to comfortably offset 

Fixed Line decline; at close of the H1 FY 2018 the split had accelerated to c.68% 

Managed Services (1H17: 53%), growing organically at 8-11% per year, compared 

with c.32% Fixed Line, declining at c.10% per annum. 

Whilst the Managed Services subsector has been somewhat tarnished by peer 

group performance, Adept is not just another listed provider; it differentiates 

itself by complementing organic growth with a strong track record of acquisitions. 

Having completed 23 transactions so far, we believe management has proven to be 

accomplished in finding suitable and highly accretive companies to buy. Examples 

of well executed acquisitions include: 

• OurIT was acquired in 2017. The acquisition helps expands Adept’s services, 

allowing the group to incorporate both unified communications and IT services. 

OurIT, a brand which will be retained, provides an important step forward in 

Adept’s strategy to move further up the value chain, and provide further cross-

selling opportunities. Management also believes that by delivering outsourced 

IT solutions, this will help move the relationship with clients from supplier to 

partner, since IT is now core to most modern businesses. It was acquired on a 

c.5.75x post-acquisition EBITDA multiple, and is therefore highly accretive. 

• Atomwide (also acquired 2017), a managed services provider to the public 

sector, was purchased on a c.6x EBITDA multiple. The acquisition delivered over 

3,000 schools as customers on long-term contracts as well as strengthening 

the group’s relationship with Cisco and Microsoft. It also secured an app store 

(the use of apps in schools is growing strongly, not only increasing Adept’s 

point of difference in the market, but also significantly reducing churn) and 2 

data centres, providing the basis for modernised service solutions. This gives 

Adept the leading position in IT for education in London, and the potential to 

roll this out nationwide.

In addition to Adept’s top-line attractions, the investment case includes income 

merits too. Adept has very strong cash generation (providing mission critical 

solutions on long-term contracts, with little capex requirement for delivery), 

resulting in a progressive dividend policy. The FCF yield of c.10% supports a 

reasonable dividend yield of 2.8%. 
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In our opinion, Adept offers the ability to acquire a well positioned and well 

managed IT services business on a highly attractive rating. Trading on a FY 

2018 EBITDA multiple of 9.9x, falling to 9.1x in FY 2019, this is well below 

the average of the industry on 10-12x. IT usage and support is only heading 

in one direction in our opinion, and following its latest acquisitions, we see 

Adept as having the capability and capacity to continue to grow strongly over 

the medium term. The current gearing may be a little high for some investors’ 

appetites (OurIT and Atomwide were acquired with debt, lifting expected 

FY 2018 net debt/EBITDA to 2.3x, excluding the BGF convertible). However, 

strong cash generation is anticipated to reduce net debt/EBITDA to below 

2x by March 2019, and will see value shift back to equity holders. We expect 

results to be triggers as investors see proof that the latest acquisitions are 

performing and that cash generation is coming through as anticipated. 

‘Adept has a very strong cash 
generation base, resulting in a 
decent and growing dividend’



%  1M  3M  12M

Actual  + 3.4  -1.6  +9.1 

Adept Telecom 
      BUY
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Source: Thomson Reuters

Share Price Performance

Ticker ADT

Price 290.0p

Market Cap £68.8m

Market Cap AIM

Sector Fixed Line Telecommunications

‘Management’s 
ambition is 
for Managed 
Services growth to 
comfortably offset 
Fixed Line decline’
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‘Verticals expanded 
and revenue streams 
diversified away 
from traditional 
subscription revenues’



Future plc
       Future-proofing a traditional business

Whilst traditional publishers are struggling to maintain revenue, Future (which 

publishes titles such as PC Gamer and Techradar) has recorded year-on-year sales 

growth of 42%. This impressive performance has been led by Chief Executive Zillah 

Byng-Thorne, who took the helm in April 2015. Ms Byng-Thorne has overhauled 

Future’s strategy to ensure the business extracts maximum value from its specialist 

content. This approach has seen the business expand its verticals, and diversify its 

revenue streams away from just traditional subscription revenues into a broader 

media offering. This has resulted in the company being transformed from a drifting, 

loss-making publisher to a profitable, digital business that we believe offers 

substantial upside from here.  

The process has involved a series of measures, including the rightsizing of the US 

operation and the sale of titles in verticals such as Sports, Crafts and Automotive. 

Once the rationalisation of the title portfolio was completed, the second stage was 

to ensure maximum value was being extracted from its unique content. As such, 

content is now repackaged and repurposed up to ten times into different articles, 

features and ‘bookazines’ (a publication which features glossy magazine content 

but is more permanent and sold at a book’s price point).

The next phase of Future’s evolution involved successfully developing an 

eCommerce platform that cleverly piggybacks off its niche content. For example, 

Techradar has become synonymous with its tech comparison articles – such as 

‘15 best laptops to buy’. Here, readers of the article will see a price comparison 

displaying the top three most price competitive retailers (such as Amazon or John 

Lewis) with a link to each of these retailers’ websites. Ms Byng-Thorne says that 1 in 

5 readers click through to a retailer’s website. Future collects between 3-4% of the 

total basket purchased by that reader – so they earn revenues on all items purchased 

by that customer over a period of time. This has become incredibly successful; so 

much so, that Future generated c.181,000 transactions worth over £22m for its 

retail partners during Black Friday in 2016. eCommerce revenues have accordingly 

soared, growing 107% YoY in 2017 to £8.9m. The company does not disclose the 

percentage of visitors that make purchases once they have clicked through to a 

retailer’s site, but it is confident enough in the relationship between click through 

and purchases being so predictable, that it considers these as recurring revenues. 

Group recurring revenues, which also include subscription revenues, currently 

represent just under a third of group sales, up from 25% in 2016 and 22% in 2015. 

Meanwhile, carefully planned acquisitions of unloved but niche titles have 

broadened the addressable market in its selected verticals, where management 

feels it can further develop eCommerce revenue streams. A recent example of this 

was the purchase of a stable of Home Interest titles, including Homebuilding & 

Renovating, Period Living and Real Homes, which were acquired in August 2017 for 

£32m. Management believes it can get c.10% on any eCommerce purchases made 

via Home Interest titles, so this should further boost eCommerce and recurring 

revenues going forward. 

The growth in revenues coupled with the changes in revenue mix has propelled 

margin expansion, with EBITDA margins rising from 9% to 13% by end-2017.  

Similarly, Future’s cash profile has also strengthened significantly, with operating 

cash flows more than doubling, and cash conversion soaring over 150% in the year 

to September 2017. This means that the group is now in a position to consider 

reinstating a dividend this year. 

By adding an eCommerce platform, management has future-proofed a traditional 

business. Future’s niche content draws a loyal audience base, whilst its platform 

allows it to monetise this audience in an entirely novel way. With the platform 

built and effective, the company now needs to scale the model – as demonstrated 

through the recent acquisition of titles in Home Interests. With further acquisitions 

probable, we believe there is much more growth to come both in sales and – more 

crucially – recurring revenues. 
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Future plc
      BUY
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‘Future generated 
181,000+ 
transactions worth 
£22m+ over Black 
Friday for retail 
partners like 
Amazon and  
John Lewis’

%  1M  3M  12M

Actual  + 6.6  +13.8  +89.5 

Source: Thomson Reuters

Share Price Performance

Ticker FUTR

Price 405.0p

Market Cap £184.9m

Market Cap AIM

Sector Media

Shares in Issue 45.7m
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‘Fully focused, highly 
profitable, integrated group’



Harvey Nash
     More than just a recruiter

Harvey Nash is an old name, having been on the market since 1997. However, 

whilst most investors believe they have a good understanding of the group, and 

where it is positioned in the market, we believe the recent changes have gone 

unnoticed and unrewarded.  With the stock trading on a very undemanding 8x 

for FY18, falling to 6.5x for FY19, and offering an attractive dividend yield of 5%, it 

looks like a classic overlooked opportunity to us. 

Under the continued leadership of Albert Ellis (CEO), but strengthened by the 

appointment of Mark Garratt (FD) last April, the group has refocused into a more 

streamlined and efficient operation. Management have been busy over the last 

few years disposing of non-core businesses and eliminating losses. This includes 

a sizeable reduction in the central overhead, through substantial management 

changes, loss making service lines being closed, and properties downsized and 

exited. This has led to current year savings of c.£1.1m, rising to c.£2.2m in FY 

2019. On top of this, management believes that improved tax planning, statutory 

restructuring and better usage of automation and systems can help drive further 

savings as well as a significantly lower effective tax rate. We believe the full impact 

of this is not yet in forecasts, and that this is part of the opportunity.

After all of these changes, what is left is a fully focused, highly profitable, 

integrated group offering three core service lines: Leadership Services, Technology 

Recruitment, and IT Outsourcing. Harvey Nash has a leading position in executive 

search & board assessment; permanent and temporary recruitment and managed 

solutions; and software development and IT solutions. As a group it is a world 

leader in technology recruitment, as even the Leadership Services division is often 

technology focused. The integration of all of its services means Harvey Nash helps 

to solve organisations’ complex resourcing needs, providing a one-stop shop.

Looking at the detail of the group, its core markets remain the UK and Europe 

(80% of gross profit), with growing and now profitable operations in the US and 

Asia. Revenue by income type is split 38% permanent, 22% outsourcing, and 40% 

contract, whilst gross margins by income type is 89% permanent, 46% outsourcing 

and 11% contract. As an aside, with outsourcing accounting for 22% of group 

revenue and at a 46% gross margin, we remain unconvinced that the current rating 

is really reflecting the value and visibility of this important profit stream.  

Turning to the market backdrop, we see this as also being extremely positive for 

the group as corporate investment in technology continues to grow. More and 

more organisations are making major investments in digital strategies, with Gartner 

reporting that global investment in technology will grow almost 6% in 2018 (to 

a whopping $3.7trn). In fact, it feels like almost every company is digitalising its 

products and services these days. This, we believe, will drive a skills shortage at 

major organisations and will provide exciting opportunities for specialist technology 

recruiters like Harvey Nash. 

As such, it is not a surprise then that management is targeting double-digit earnings 

growth per annum over the next couple of years, with the focus of the group 

moving from streamlining operations to a return back to growth. Management 

are sensibly looking to grow revenue in its key geographies, exploiting its strong 

brands and platform to build out its footprint. This includes the potential for 

acquisitions, particularly in Europe, with the target always remaining a technology 

focused business, with proven leadership, acquired on an attractive multiple (c.4-

5x earnings) including earn outs, and also offering the prospects of increasing the 

group’s annuity revenues. 

To summarise, we see Harvey Nash as offering excellent growth prospects at an 

extremely attractive valuation. It is benefiting from a positive market backdrop, as 

businesses turn to exploit the digital world. Its 30-year track record provides the 

group with strong brand names in the markets in which it operates. It is profitable 

and cash generative, and offers investors an attractive dividend yield. With the stock, 

in our opinion, under-pricing the changes that have occurred within the group, the 

renewed focus on profits, not to mention its growth prospects, we believe the share 

price can perform strongly this year. Near-term triggers include a pre-close update 

at the end of February before preliminary results at the end of April.  
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Harvey Nash
      BUY
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‘Excellent growth 
prospects at an 
extremely attractive 
valuation’

%  1M  3M  12M

Actual  + 6.4  -1.0  +44.3 

Source: Thomson Reuters

Share Price Performance

Ticker HVN

Price 86.6p

Market Cap £63.6m

Market Cap AIM

Sector Support Services

Shares in Issue 73.5m
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LoopUp
       Login to LoopUp

The average conference call spans for approximately 38 minutes. It is estimated 

that 15 minutes of each call is wasted getting started or dealing with distractions. 

This wasted time costs US and UK businesses over £26bn - a cost which has 

increased 46% since 2015. LoopUp solves this problem by allowing users to make 

conference calls through a few simple clicks. This simplified process eliminates the 

need to dial in, use codes or check if all participants are on a call. By targeting 

this mass conference call market (currently dominated by players like BT, Intercall 

and Arkadin), LoopUp are cleverly taking share in a market estimated to be worth 

£5bn per annum. 

The simplicity and effectiveness of their conference call system allows them to 

generate a negative net churn figure. This is based on an average churn of 5.5%, 

which is offset by an average upsell to existing clients of 13%. LoopUp already 

boasts over 2,000 customers, including Subaru, Screwfix and National Geographic. 

Success has also been underscored through a rising level of inbound enquiries. 

We note that growth to date has been generated without aggressive marketing 

which commenced just last October. Initial results from these marketing efforts 

should come through in the current year, and is why we believe now is the right 

time to invest. 

Sales prospecting has been crafted into a well-oiled machine via an internally 

developed ‘pod’ system. A pod typically consists of 7 employees, three business 

development associates who make the initial outbound calls and book the 

meetings; two sales executives, who conduct the meetings and an account 

manager, who is responsible for growing revenue from the account in the first 12 

months (cementing the negative net churn). The system clearly works; each pod 

costs c.£493,000 (fully loaded), and generates c.£508,000 of new annual recurring 

revenue, which management believe will recur for an expected period of 18 years. 

Moreover, revenue from customers that are over one year old grew 9.1% YoY by 

the half year, up from 8.3% in FY16. 

Each pod has specialist verticals to focus on and this, coupled with the application 

of proprietary predictive software, allows them to estimate the value of a lead and 

ultimately, an account. For example, in a law firm, c.40% of the total number of 

employees will use approximately 700 minutes per month. Given that LoopUp bill 

users on a person per minute basis; they can calculate, with a decent degree of 

predictability, the potential value of a lead. They currently have eight pods; three 

in London, two in New York, two in San Francisco and one in Boston. The London 

pods have fared strongly; we note that revenues from the EU surged 40% to £6.6m 

in the year to Dec 2016. Given the success of the model in the UK; the opportunity 

now lies in scaling the pod system. The plan is to increase the number of pods to 

at least 11 this year and there is a particular focus on broadening presence across 

the US. Revenues from this region accounted for c.36% of group sales at the end 

of FY16, increasing to 44% by the end of the six months to June 2017 – and we 

expect this to continue to rise.

The technology is simple and effective, generating tangible ROI for customers 

– evidenced through the increase in upsells to customers after one year. This 

is underpinned by the unique pod structure, which lends itself to predictable 

and scalable lead generation. The planned expansion of the number of pods, 

particularly in the US, should allow them to create sustained revenue growth. 

Current estimates suggest revenues will grow 34% and 35% in 2018 and 2019 

respectively. Moreover, with scale come benefits such as improved network 

rates from carriers – so expect margin expansion too. This is supported by ebitda 

estimates, which are expected to rise from £3.7m in 2017 to £6.6m in 2018. This 

is forecasted to rise a further 70% to £11.2m by end 2019. Assuming these are 

base cases, an ev/ebitda of 23.9x 2018 estimates, falling to 14x in 2019 looks  

fairly attractive.
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‘The system clearly works, with revenue 
from customers that are over one year old 
growing 8.3% in FY16’



LoopUp
      BUY

21

‘The seamless 
nature of the 
process has allowed 
the company to 
grow its customer 
base to over 2,000 
customers’

%  1M  3M  12M

Actual  + 22.4  + 8.5  +176.8 

Source: Thomson Reuters

Share Price Performance

Ticker LOOP

Price 333.5p

Market Cap £140.3m

Market Cap AIM

Sector Software & Computer Services

Shares in Issue 42.1m
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Norcros
      Expanded products underpin trading prospects

23

Norcros is one of the UK’s major suppliers of tiles, taps, bathroom accessories and 

shower enclosures for kitchens, bathrooms and commercial installations such 

as washrooms. Norcros is not a household name itself but many of its brands 

are, holding dominant market shares in their selected fields. As a group, its main 

operating markets are the UK (60%) and South Africa (35%), though it has seen 

growing demand from numerous overseas territories such as Ireland, the Middle 

East, New Zealand and Brazil.

The company sells its products in the UK via a B2B model. Norcros brands are sold 

by most of the national builders’ merchants and DIY sheds, as well as bathroom 

specialists. There is also a growing and important market in supplying UK 

housebuilders. In South Africa, most revenue comes from its retail chain, Tile Africa, 

whilst there is some cross-selling of UK bathroom products too.

Norcros has established a leading presence in the UK by expanding its product 

portfolio through acquisitions and broadening its distribution. The UK now 

encompasses six core brands: 

• Johnson Tile – one of the largest manufacturers of ceramic tiles in the UK, 

which has just completed a restructuring that is expected to generate benefits 

by March this year. 

• Vado – supplies high-grade bathroom taps, fittings and showers. 

• Triton – electric shower range and taps. 

• Croydex – the UK’s main supplier of plastic shower fittings such as shower 

heads, rails, curtains, bathroom mirrors and other ancillary goods. 

• Abode – an up-market bathroom tap, shower and kitchen tap business. 

• Norcros Adhesives – a grout and adhesive specialist. 

The niche elements of these businesses allow sales to remain strong as the group 

targets different consumer markets. In fact, its existing businesses continue 

to perform strongly despite the challenging market, with the group having 

delivered on its revenue, profitability and operating cash flow targets. This is due 

in part to Norcros continuing to invest in its brands, differentiating them from the 

competition and keeping them ahead. 

The group also has a healthy pipeline of new business from the likes of Travis 

Perkins, Wickes and Screwfix, offsetting a stabilising B&Q. As such, the balance of 

the business is now better with a wider spread. Management estimate UK revenues 

as being c.60% RMI and c.40% new build.  New build has remained strong in the 

period whilst RMI is flat/slightly negative. With the UK government targeting an 

increase in new build activity, we see this as a positive for the group overall. 

Most recently, Norcros acquired Meryln, an Ireland-based producer of shower 

screens. It has a 15% share in the UK and over 30% of the Irish market. Therefore, 

not only should we see Merlyn’s sales increase as its products are supplied to a 

wider range of UK outlets but it will allow a broader footprint for Norcros in the 

recovering Irish market. 

In South Africa, the majority of revenues are generated by tile and adhesive sales. 

The main driver has been Tile Africa, which accounts for c.65% of South African 

sales. Management have invested a further £1m in capex to help expand the 

company’s production capacity by 10% to meet the growing demand.

It may be contrarian to invest in a household and consumer-related stock as 

concerns over consumer confidence continue. However, Norcros has spent the last 
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‘An expanded product 
range is the catalyst to 

enhanced sales’

five years acquiring quality businesses with complementary 

product offerings, and has then successfully marketed this 

expanded portfolio to a wider range of outlets. This policy has 

been diligently pursued and has positioned Norcros as a key 

supplier in the UK market. The model has been successful with 

the business reporting growing revenues for the last eight 

financial years. 

On the downside, net debt may look high – it increased from 

£20m to £50m to fund the Meryln acquisition. However, cash 

generation is strong with operating cash flows at 109% of 

underlying profit, allowing the company to make ongoing 

pension payments and service its attractive 4% dividend. 

Despite a recent positive trading update and another useful 

and sizeable acquisition, Norcros continues to trade on 

undemanding multiples. EV/Sales of just 0.6x tells its own story 

but in terms of profit multiples, consensus EPS for FY 2018 is 

6.4x, falling to 6x in FY 2019. We believe that the low multiples 

reflect exaggerated worries about the UK end-market whilst 

failing to recognise Norcros’ strong market position and the 

embedded value of its underlying brands. 



Norcros
      BUY

‘Management’s 
focused acquisition 
strategy is paying 
off as sales grow 
despite tricky 
markets’

%  1M  3M  12M

Actual  + 2.4  + 10.4  +4.1 

Source: Thomson Reuters

Share Price Performance

Ticker NXR

Price 185.0p

Market Cap £147.9m

Market Cap Main

Sector Construction & Materials

Shares in Issue 79.9m
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‘Multiple growth drivers 
now in place following a 
period of innovation and 
implementation’
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Park Group
      Christmas comes early with Park Group 

Park Group has come a long way since its humble origins as a Christmas hamper 

company. Following a period of investment and innovation, it is now a consumer 

savings and corporate reward business, underpinned by a solid technology 

platform. This has been cemented by newly appointed CEO John O’Doherty, 

formerly chairman and CEO of MBNA, where he received accolades for re-

engineering its digital capabilities.  

The largest part of the business is still the multi-retailer gift card and voucher 

division, which represents c.40% of sales. The second-largest division is the 

traditional savings business, which allows families to budget for Christmas. Both of 

these divisions have been modernised by significant investments in IT. The group 

has spent £3.6m to date on its online presence and back office systems. As such, 

direct consumers are now signing up to the services (versus the traditional agent 

model), which has halved the cost of customer acquisition.

There is also significant growth stemming from a newly launched regulated prepaid 

e-money card, called e-flexcash, which is powered by MasterCard. The group earns 

revenue from the card by charging a 10% fee on the amount being credited. The 

card is proving popular with online shoppers, especially as online users achieve 

discounts not available with the vouchers. In a move to make the process more 

seamless, Park Group has now also been approved as a MasterCard issuer, taking 

out the requirement to use a third party. This should further drive take-up of the 

e-card. 

Meanwhile, the corporate business – which allows employers to offer incentives to 

their employees – is also registering solid growth, with revenues rising 8% over the 

half year to end-September 2017. This may not look that exciting, but it is important 

to note that this growth has been registered despite the loss of its largest corporate 

client, which hit troubled times, three years ago. This client loss prompted the 

group to implement a number of new initiatives to spur growth such as Evolve, 

which enables corporates to send e-codes to employees offering rewards, and the 

Everyday Benefits card, which is a card loaded with cash. The acquisition of Fisher 

Moy International, a specialist employee and customer engagement product 

business, confirmed the group’s commitment to the corporate business, and we 

expect to see solid growth here as synergies are realised. This growth is supported 

by a cash balance which ranges from a low of £106.3m in the past year to a high of 

£216.8m in November (a result of the savings business). 

With multiple growth drivers now in place following a period of innovation and 

implementation, we expect strong growth in both the consumer and corporate 

divisions. Moreover, the success of its technology platform should continue to 

reduce costs and margins should increase accordingly. Meanwhile, a solid cash 

profile supports a healthy dividend policy, with the shares offering a yield of 3.5%. 

With solid growth prospects, margin expansion anticipated and a healthy balance 

sheet, the shares offer great value, trading on 15.6x FY 2018 forecast earnings, 

falling to 14.3x for FY 2019.
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Park Group
      BUY
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‘Newly launched 
regulated prepaid 
e-money card, 
called e-flexcash’

%  1M  3M  12M

Actual  - 1.7  + 4.2  +17.0 

Source: Thomson Reuters

Share Price Performance

Ticker PKG

Price 86.0p

Market Cap £159.6m

Market Cap AIM

Sector Financial Services

Shares in Issue 185.6m
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‘Momentum has continued 
into the new financial year’
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Tracsis
       Full steam ahead

Tracsis is a transportation technology and services company which, amongst 

other things, helps train operating companies to save costs by improving their 

performance and reducing capacity issues. We included Tracsis in our “7 for ‘17” 

document last year but were premature in our prediction that organic growth 

would accelerate. A soft H1 fuelled by delays to new franchise bid work caused 

some consternation but was eventually offset by a record H2 aided by a TRACS 

Enterprise software win. An upbeat outlook statement in November’s full-year 

results suggests that this momentum has continued into the new financial year 

and so we feel that it is second time lucky with our recommendation. 

The investment narrative is little changed from last year. There exists significant 

scope to grow wallet share with existing clients as witnessed by the “multi-million 

pound” TRACS Enterprise software win in July. The deal will see Tracsis’ entire 

TRACS suite deployed across one of the largest Train Operating Companies (TOC) 

in the UK. The current penetration of this Enterprise product amongst the TOCs 

is c.10%, despite sales revenue being significantly higher versus taking one of 

the TRACS products alone. The deal should pave the way for similar sales in the 

future with other transport operators both within the UK and abroad. Elsewhere 

within software, we had previously highlighted an opportunity with Tracsis’ eTrac 

electronic track diagram product, which gives engineers geospatial visualisations 

of all the asset information on and around the tracks – think Google Street View but 

for train tracks. This opportunity was confirmed in November in the company’s FY 

2017 results with the company expressing high confidence that a significant sale 

of eTrac will be delivered in the current financial year. Consensus forecasts do not 

currently factor in a sale but we understand that this would likely be material. 

There also exists significant organic upside within the company’s RCM division. 

The company signed its first North American Class 1 railroad operator for its RCM 

technology in August 2016. While the total order value was “in excess of $400k”, 

we learnt that this $400k spend is enough for just 5% of this particular network 

(i.e. $8m opportunity). On top of the hardware sale, Tracsis also leased its Centrix 

software platform, which provides advanced graphical replay, analysis and fault 

detection capabilities for the data generated by the black box. The reference that 

this contract affords the company gives us confidence that other freight companies 

will soon follow (there are eight Class 1 freight operators in the US alone). There 

are also opportunities with metro/passenger operators too and Tracsis has an 

agreement with a trusted reseller and channel partner who, alongside promoting 

its RCM offering, is also tasked with marketing the company’s full range of resource-

planning software to the US rail industry.

Within the Traffic & Data Services division, the group recently undertook and 

completed significant restructuring. This has already borne fruit in the form 

of sharply improved margin performance in H2 2017. We have also previously 

highlighted scope to lift margins further via the use of new technologies, namely 

Vivacity technology, which has the potential to improve gross margins by reducing 

analysis costs significantly. The business currently earns a 7.5% net margin and the 

plan is to roughly double that in the medium term by using technology to get the 

same revenues quicker and more efficiently. 

Finally, with £15.4m of net cash on the balance sheet as at end-July 2017, the 

company has never been in a stronger position to make further acquisitions. While 

it’s difficult to give any company the benefit of the doubt until a deal is done, it 

is worth noting that Tracsis has successfully integrated eight acquisitions to date, 

which have been acquired on average at an EV/EBIT of c.6x. If it can carry on 

acquiring at that multiple, then we have calculated that a further £10m spent could 

add c.20% to the FY 2019 numbers. On that basis, and allied with the organic and 

self-help upgrade potential, we think that the current 22x multiple for FY 2019 still 

offers good value.
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‘The company has 
never been in a 
stronger position 
to make further 
acquisitions’

%  1M  3M  12M

Actual  + 2.9  + 22.5  +4.4 

Source: Thomson Reuters

Share Price Performance

Ticker TRCS

Price 530.0p

Market Cap £149.4m

Market Cap AIM

Sector Software & Computer Services

Shares in Issue 28.2m
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on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
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